
                                                             Final Rules


THE BOARD


The board is made of tectonic plates and it takes place on the pacific plate. 


Convergent plate boundaries are high mountains or volcanoes that you need to roll at least a 
three to get over the person with the mot evidence cards rolls first.


When you land on an evidence square if you get the trivia question wrong you go back two 
spaces 


If you land on the red square the squares move because of continental drift. Making the people 
behind you not able to land on the square or they go back 4


If yo get hit by a volcanoes you go back 4 squares for a earthquake you go back 3 and for 
tsunami you go back 2


There’s a giant volcano in the middle and If you land on a square that has lava running through 
the it you go back 2 spaces. The only way to get out of this is to get a lava resistance potion 
which you can get from evidence cards and can be used once at anytime.


There is a deck of lucky cards that you draw from every 5 turns and you can get anything 
good.


CARDS


Evidence cards


These cards can be drawn when you land on a square that lets you draw one from the deck. 
These cards have good things on the back that you can use if you answer the question on the 
front, if you get the question wrong you go back 1 space, but you do not need to answer the 
question it’s your choice. If you don’t answer the question you do not go back any spaces, but 
you don’t get to use the evidence card. There are three seismograph cards, it makes you 
immune to one earthquake. There are three hotspot maps. There are three tsunami buoys. 
There are 3 sets of climbing gear. And finally three all star cards that contain all for Things.


Lucky cards


These cards are in the middle of the game board and you draw from them every 5 turns the 
only have good cards, you can only have three at a time, just like evidence cards, good luck. 
Lucky cards are the same as evidence cards but you do not need to answer a question.


If you land on a evidence square you draw a card that has something good on the back, you 
can only use it if you wander the questionnaire on the front, for example the card may say what 
evidence of a convergent plate boundary and u have to come up with evidence.


A seismograph gives you immunity to one earthquake, A hot spot map gives you immunity to 
one lava square, a tsunami buoy Ives you immunity to one tsunami, a set of climbing gear gives 
you one free jump over a mountain, and an all star card contains all of the above in one card.




PROBABILITY


3/15 seismograph 

3/15 hot spot map

3/15 tsunami buoys

3/15 all star cards hardest questions 

3/15 climbing gear 


When you hit a mountain you can only get past by either using all you claiming cards (you need 
3 cards) or you can roll the die and you have to get 5 or 6. 2/6


Their are 50 squares 


30% evidence squares 

4% earth quake squares

16%lava squares

4%tsunami squares

8% mountain squares

62% all non normal squares 

38% normal squares


15 squares are evidence card squares

2 earthquake square 

8 lava squares 

2 tsunami square 

4 mountain square 

31/50


19 empty squares 


There are 15 evidence cards and 15 lucky, 30 in total,There is 1 dice, the players take turns 
rolling it whatever the dice lands on is how many squares you move forward.


There is 1 dice and it’s 6 sided


SCIENCE CONCEPTS


Convergent plate boundaries, Evidence, Mountains and volcanoes


Evidence cards, tests your scientific knowledge of the tectonic plates


Probabilities, the chances of things in the game happening


Continental draft, if you land on certain squares there is plate movement, Evidence, Similar 
rocks, similar fossils and climatological evidence. 


Natural disasters, it takes place in Hawaii which is on the pacific plate, There are lots of 
tsunamis, earthquakes and volcanoes


Evidence cards have scientific tools you can use to your advantage, they have seismographs, 
hot spot maps, tsunami buoys, climbing gear and all star cards




There is a volcano in the middle of the map, it has lava running through it and that lava reaches 
some of the squares


NO TEAMING !!!!

If you are found teaming you will get hit by a massive tsunami and go back 15 spaces.
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